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Abstrat

We disuss the time evolution of quotation of stoks and ommodi-

ties and show that they form an Ising hain. We show that transation

osts indue arbitrage risk that usually is negleted. The full analysis

of the portfolio theory is omputationally omplex but the latest de-

velopment in quantum omputation theory suggests that suh a task

an be performed on quantum omputers.
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1 Introdution

One an simply de�ne arbitrage as an opportunity of making pro�t without

any risk [1℄. But this de�nition has one �aw: it neglets transation osts.

And any market ativity involves osts (e.g. brokerage, taxes and others de-

pending on the established rules). Therefore there is always some unertainty

and an arbitrageur annot avoid risk. Below we will desribe an extremely
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pro�table manipulation of a one asset market that ertainly �t this de�ni-

tion and show how brokerage an indue risk. The method allows to make

maximal pro�ts in a �xed interval [0;k](short-selling allows to make pro�ts

with arbitrary prie hanges). We will analyze the assoiated risk by intro-

duing anonial arbitrage portfolios that admit Ising model like desription.

Investigation of suh models is di�ult from the omputational point of view

(the ompliation grows exponentially in k) but the latest development in

quantum omputation seems to pave the way for �nding e�etive methods

of solving the involved omputational problems [2℄.

2 Pro�t from brokerage-free transations

Standard desriptions of prie movements, following Bahelier, use the for-

malism of di�usion theory and random variables. Suh an approah to the

problem involves the assumption of onstany of the parameters of model

during the interval used for their estimation. Besides the use of the dis-

persion of the drifting logarithm of prie as a measure of the risk might be

questioned. A lairvoyant that knows the future evolution of pries would

make pro�ts from any prie movement and it would be di�ult to attribute

any risk to her market ativity. Rather, the level of erroneousness of our dei-

sions onerning the portfolio struture should be used for that aim. Having

this in mind we have proposed a dual formulation of the portfolio theory

and market pries [3℄-[6℄. In this approah movements in pries are regarded

as deterministi aording to their historial reord and the stohasti prop-

erties are attributed to portfolios. This enables us to use the formalism of

information theory and thermodynamis. Due to the onveniene of this ap-

proah we will adopt it in the urrent paper.

Consider a game against the Rest of the World (that is the whole mar-

ket) that onsist in alternate buying and selling of the same ommodity. Let

hm := ln cm
cm � 1

denote logarithms of the pries ditated by the market of this

ommodity at suessive moments m = 1;2;:::;k . If the osts of transa-

tions are zero (or negligible) then the player's pro�t (atually a loss beause

for future onveniene we will �x the sign in (1) aording to the standard
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physial onvention) in the interval [0;k]is given by

H (n1;:::;nk):= �

k
X

m = 1

hm nm : (1)

The elements of the sequene (nm )take the value 0or 1 if the player possesses

money or the ommodity at the moment m , respetively. The sequene (nm )

de�nes the player's strategy in a unique way and any (n1;:::;nk)desribes

a pure strategy. Generalization to a more realisti situation where more

ommodities are available is trivial but besides ompliation of formulas is

irrelevant to the onlusion and will not be onsidered here.

3 The thermodynamis of portfolios

Any mixed strategy an be parameterized in a unique way by 2k weights

pn1;:::;nk giving the ontributions of pure strategies. Let us onsider as equiv-

alent all strategies that for a given prie sequene (h1;:::;hk)bring the same

pro�t. We will all the equivalene lasses of portfolios de�ned in this way

the anonial portfolios. Any anonial portfolio has maximal information

entropy

S(pn1;:::;nk)
:= �E (lnpn1;:::;nk) (2)

and an in a sense be regarded as an equilibrium state for portfolios in its

lass (the player rejets any super�uous from the market point of view) in-

formation. Claude Shannon's entropy S(pn1;:::;nk )
rooted in ryptographi in-

formation theory is proportional to the minimal length of the ompressed

by the greedy Hu�man algorithm omputer ode that ontains information

about the portfolio [7℄. Therefore it seems to be reasonable to aept the risk

inurred of investing in a given anonial portfolio as a measure of risk for

the whole lass it represents. The expliit form of a anonial portfolio an

be found by the Lagrange multipliers method that leads to the requirement

of vanishing of the following di�erential form:

dS(pn1;:::;nk )
� �dE (H (n1;:::;nk))� �d

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

pn1;:::;nk =

�

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

�

lnpn1;:::;nk + 1+ �H (n1;:::;nk)+ �
�

dpn1;:::;nk = 0;
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where � and � are Lagrange multipliers. It follows that the sum lnpn1;:::;nk +

1+ �H (n1;:::;nk)+ � should vanish independently of the values of dpn1;:::;nk .

Therefore the equation

lnpn1;:::;nk+ 1+ �H (n1;:::;nk)+ � = 0

allows to �nd the dependene of the weights pn1;:::;nk on the pro�ts �H (n1;:::;nk)

resulting from pure strategies:

pn1;:::;nk = e
� �H (n 1;:::;nk)� �� 1:

The Lagrange multiplier � an be eliminated by normalization of the weights.

This leads to the Gibbs distribution funtion [8℄:

pn1;:::;nk =
e� �H (n 1;:::;nk)

1P

n1;:::;nk= 0

e� �H (n 1;:::;nk)

:

Note that we have put no restrition on the properties of H (n1;:::;nk).

The omplete information about this random variable is ontained in the

statistial sum

Z(�):=

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

e

� �H (n 1;:::;nk);

beause its logarithm is the umulant-generating funtion (the moments of

H (n1;:::;nk)are given by (�1)n dn lnZ

d�n
). Physiists used to all the inverse

of the Lagrange multiplier �the temperature T . The expetation of the pro�t

�E (H (n1;:::;nk)) is a dereasing funtion of T and in the limit T ! 0+ it

reahes its maximum. It is easy to notie that the statistial sum Z(�)

fatorizes for the pro�t funtion given by (1):

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

e

�
kP

m = 1

hm nm

=

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

k
Y

m = 1

e

�h m nm =

k
Y

m = 1

1
X

nm = 0

e

�h m nm :

This means that the pro�ts made at di�erent moments are independent and

there exist a risk-free pure arbitrage strategy of the form: keep the ommod-

ity only if the pries are inreasing (that is nm =
1+ signhm

2
). The opposing

strategy (nm =
1� sign hm

2
) de�ning a anonial portfolio for T ! 0� forms
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a risk-free strategy for short positions. The anonial portfolio represent-

ing monkey strategies has in�nite temperature, T = �1 . To translate the

Markowitz portfolio theory into our thermodynamial language we should

inlude in an expliit way the portfolio risk measured by its seond umulant

moment

�

H � E (H )
�2

(and the orresponding Lagrange multiplier!) besides

the random variable H (n1;:::;nk). For our aims it su�es to onsider only

the equilibrium variant of anonial portfolios with average

1

risk given by

@2 lnZ

@�2
.

4 Non-zero transations osts

If we take transation osts into onsideration

2

then Eq. (1) should be re-

plaed by the more general formula:

�

k
X

m = 1

hm nm � j(nm � 1� nm) ! H (n1;:::;nk); (3)

where n0 := nk for periodi boundary onditions (otherwise n0 should be

�xed arbitrary). � denotes addition modulo 2, and the onstant j> 0 is

equal to the logarithm of the ost of a single transation. The areful reader

will ertainly notie that Eq. (3) represent an hamiltonian of an Ising hain

[9℄ (the shift in the sequene (nm ) by � 1

2
introdues only an unimportant

onstant to the formula). Now the statistial sum Z(�)annot be fatorized

in terms of ontributions from separate moments. Instead we should use

transition matries that depend on the immediate moments m �1 i m . Then

for a onvenient periodi boundary onditions we arrive at the formula that

expresses Z(�)as a trae of the produt of transition matries:

Z(�)=

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

M (1)nk n1M (2)n1 n2 � � � M (k)nk� 1 nk
= Tr

k
Y

m = 1

M (m );

where

M (m )nm � 1 nm := e

�(h m nm � j(nm � 1� nm ))
:

1

Markowitz theory deals with e�etive portfolios that are haraterized by minimal risk

at a given pro�t level.

2

For simpliity we onsider only the ase of ost onstant per unit of the ommodity.
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Unfortunately, the entries of the matries M (m )depend on time via hm and

the analysis of the proper value problem does not lead to any ompat form of

the statistial sum (exept for the uninteresting ase of the onstant sequene

(hm )).

5 The (min,+) algebra of portfolios

The de�nition of entropy (2)allows to �nd the following relation among the

entropy, average pro�t and the statistial sum:

E (H )+ T lnZ = T S : (4)

The entropy is positive and bounded from above (S � kln2) therefore Eq. (4)

an be used to determine the strategies giving maximal pro�ts:

H � := lim
T! 0�

E (H )= � lim
T! 0�

T lnZ = lim
�! � 1

log
e

� � Z :

Elementary properties of logarithms

3

log"("
a
"
b
)= a+ b; lim

"! 0+
log"("

a
+ "

b
)= m in(a;b)

imply that the full information about the most pro�table strategy is given

by the produt of logarithms of transition matries

~M (m )nm � 1 nm := log
e

� � M (m )nm � 1 nm = �hm nm + j(nm � 1� nm )

if we replae addition of real numbers by the operation min of taking the

minimal element of them and multipliation of numbers by their sum (that

is by using the (min,+) algebra [10℄)

�
~M (m )� ~M (m + 1)

�

nm � 1 nm + 1

:= m in
nm

�
~M (m )nm � 1 nm +

~M (m + 1)nm nm + 1

�

:

(5)

Investigation of the matrix elements ontributing to the "produt" allows

to reonstrut the sequene (n1;:::;nk)and its minimal element will orre-

spond to the maximal available pro�t in the game.

3

For short positions strategies (T ! 0� ) we should �nd the limit lim
"! 1

log
"
("a+ "b)=

m ax(a;b)
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6 Arbitrage risk

For a given prie (h1;:::;hk) let us all the potential arbitrage strategy any

strategy that if ompleted with element orresponding to moments k0> k

might turn out to be the strategy giving maximal pro�t for the hamiltonian

H (n1;:::;nk;:::;nk0). In our ase there are only four potential arbitrage

strategies if the initial value n0 is not �xed. In general, in a market with

N � 1 ommodities there are 2N suh strategies. It is easy to notie that for

a given prie sequene (h1;:::;hk)potential arbitrage strategy has the form

(0;1;1;0;1;0;0;nk� l+ 1;nk� l+ 2;:::;nk);

and an be deomposed into two parts. The �rst one onstruted aord-

ing to the knowledge of the sequene (h1;:::;hk)and the seond one of the

length l. We will all lthe oherene depth. The funtional dependene of

the oherene depth lon the osts jmight form an interesting market indi-

ator of struture of prie movements. The �nal sequene (nk� l+ 2;:::;nk)

an be determined only if pries hm are known for m > k. Therefore any

potential arbitrage strategy is an optimal strategy for a player whose pro�ts

are known only up to the moment k. In that sense non-vanishing transation

osts involve arbitrage risk that might be aused, for example, by the �nite

maturity time of ontrats or splitting of orders.

The algorithm for �nding potential arbitrage strategies, the respetive pro�ts

and oherene depths is fast beause uses only addition of matries ("prod-

ut") whih is linear in k. But this is insu�ient for the risk and pro�ts analy-

sis of all portfolios equivalent to potential arbitrage portfolios. To analyze the

arbitrage opportunities we should onsider the whole low temperature setor

of anonial portfolios T 2 (0;T+ ], where E T+ (H ):= m axn0;nk

�
~M (1)� � � � �

~M (k)
�

n0 nk
beause it is the minimal set that ontains all potential arbitrage

portfolios. Unfortunately due to the lak of ompat form of the statistial

sum, the knowledge of anonial arbitrage portfolios requires performing of

3k arithmetial operations what is a di�ult omputational task.

7 Simulations of anonial portfolios

Simulations are usually pereived as modelling of real proesses by a Tur-

ing mahines. But omplexity of various phenomena shows the limits of

e�etive polynomial algorithms. Is seems that the future will reverse the
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roles: we will ompute by simulations pereived as measurements of appro-

priate (physial?) phenomena. In fat suh methods have been used for

enturies

4

. The model disussed above an be easily assoiated with quan-

tum omputation (and games). Calulations for portfolios should take into

onsideration all available pure strategies whose number grows exponentially

in k (2k). Therefore the lassial Turing mahines are of little use. One of

the future possibilities might be exploration of nano-strutures having prop-

erties of Ising hains. Changes of loal magneti �elds hm and ontrolling

temperature may allow for e�etive determination of pro�ts and strategies

for players of various abilities (measured by their temperature [3, 4℄). The

values of the parameters nm would be found by measurements of magneti

moments. Another e�etive method might onsist in using quantum paral-

lelism for simultaneous determination of all 2k omponents of the statistial

sum. Quantum omputation would use superpositions of k qubit quantum

states

CP
2k� 1

3 j i:=

1
X

n1;:::;nk= 0

e

i’n1:::nk +
�

2

kP

m = 1

(hm nm � j(nm � 1� nm ))

jn1i
 :::
 jnki

with arbitrary phases ’n1:::nk . Measurements of the states j iwould allow to

identify for a given portfolio all important leading terms in the statistial sum.

The paper [11℄ presents analysis of the problem of simulation of an Ising hain

on a quantum omputer. One an easily identify the unitary transformations

used there with transition matries for probability amplitudes. Details of

suh omputations and their interpretation in term of quantum market games

will be presented in a separate paper (f [12℄).
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